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English comprehension sheets for grade 2

Find a meal - What do animals eat? A Day with Griz - A day in the life of a grizzly bear. About insects - A quick passage of nonfiction in our six-legged friends. Leprechauns - A great passage of St. Patrick's Day or any day for that matter. To catch a thief - The title is a trick. Puns... Percussion Instruments - The instruments we hit around. Practice the weather! Tanya has a fight
with the piano. The Statue of Liberty - Meet America's famous landmark. Shapes on the Road – Who would have thought that roads are a great way to learn about shapes. This is the reading section of the second grade. Reading is the action or ability to read written or printed matter silently or aloud. It is important that students start reading as early as possible. Reading stories
allows a child to improve their vocabulary and understanding of written text. Reading every year and building reading skills is an important habit and ability to build. The second grade reading worksheets provided give good practice with reading at beginner levels. Second grade reading worksheets contain good comprehension questions that will challenge the student at the initial
reading level. Our second grade reading worksheets can be used for a variety of learning levels. Our second-grade reading sheets are free to download and easily accessible in PDF format. Use these second grade reading worksheets at school or at home. Click on the image to be taken to our second-degree reading worksheets. Max sat by the window looking out the street.
Soon your best friend would be home. It would be the funniest hour of the day. Then the school bus came and Alexander got off the bus, walked up and entered the house. When Alexander got home, what did he do first? Put the story in the right order. Mother Hen was sitting in her straw nest in the chicken coop at Brooks Acres Farm. Under his hot feathers were five eggs.
Mother Hen had laid these eggs about 21 days ago so that the chicks inside the eggs were ready to hatch. How long does it take for a girl to hatch an egg? Draw a line from the name of a part of the Mother Hen to its location on the bird. Jessica and Ellen were having fun on the park swings on a hot summer day. They both loved the sensation of the air on their faces as they
swayed high on the floor. After a while they dragged their sneakers on the ground to stop swinging. After playing on the swings where the twins went? Combine the flavor of the popsive with the name of the fruit. Gajbaahu, the powerful elephant, was walking through the jungle in India. He is a different species from the elephants of Africa and was proud to be an Indian elephant.
Which of these animals did Gajbaahu see while walking? Match the name animal with the photo. Charleston wanted to have a pet. He thought and thought decide what kind of pet he would like. The fish are colorful, but he couldn't hold a fish. Benji decided to observe the stars and the moon. Then he started hearing strange noises. What animal came to see Benji first? What
animal camera to watch Benji last? Nocturnal animals sleep during the day and are active at night. Identify these nocturnal animals. On Saturday morning, Britney and Matthew arrived at the park's recreation building wondering how they would build a bird house. They've never built anything before. Where did the kids go to make a bird house? Where was the entrance hole of the
bird house? Match the tool with your name. What kind of tree did the young squirrels live in? Draw a line to connect the opposites. Tina the Tadpole lived happily in the lily lake. She was a manatee tadpole and was already a year old. Manatee tadpoles must be two or three years old before they switch tadpoles to a young manatee. Tina was good at hiding near the muddy bottom
of the lake. Which animal is a tadpole predator? What kind of tadpole is Tina? Match the photo with your name. Harvey was very much awake with the first sunlight on the water. In fact, Harvey Penguin stays up late than he wants at night. Harvey Penguin lives in the water near which continent? Combine the photos with: Albatross, Blue Whale, Whale Orca, Penguin, Seal, Shark
One day a girl named Betty was out there playing with her dolls. She was getting close to lunchtime, and her mother asked her to eat. Betty was hungry. Why do the other frogs start trying on the doll's clothes? Why did all the other students forget what they were going to do? What kind of form will the paper naturally begin to appear? Reading can also make you feel calmer.
What's your favorite thing about reading? A reading passage about the day of the family photo. How does the photographer make Ellie smile at the photo? Once again there was a lady who lived alone with her cat, George. She loved George very much. She lived in the city, and at night George would sit outside with her at the fire exit as she read with a flashlight and listened to
the sounds of the night. Why was the bear sitting on the ice for so long? A story with a moral attached to it. After she had gone two miles, Jill and Magellan turned around. On the way back, she let Magellan swim in a shallow stream to cool off. What do you need to know if there is a house fire What is the most important thing to do when there is a fire? Why was Paul disappointed
with the new house? A reading to work with a deep thought process. To think that this is a clear and concise passage can be naïve. How did Merrylegs insate to the boys that he thought they had enough? Amelia was an adventurous and athletic child. She and her sister insects and frogs, and even hunted rats in their father's barn with a rifle. Amelia was inspired to fly when she
saw a the Wright Brothers' first planes at the Iowa State Fair. Of 50 famous people... Students will practice reading pictographs. Three problems are provided. Who ruled this country when Paul Revere's ride took place? Once again there was a boy who was always reading a book. He lived on a farm with his three brothers, but he did not play in the barn, or go fishing, or help with
animals like his brothers. Which one of the three animals says the book should be special if the boy has it with him all the time? History Roller CoasterUse this fun story roller coaster model to help young readers understand the different elements of a story. After students finish their story, consider them those who, what, where, why, and how the questions as they relate to the
plot.2nd gradeRead &amp; Write Week 10 Comprehension Reading (B-10). Reading segment and questions about measuring height, weight and temperature. Intercurricular focus: Mathematics. Spreadsheets &gt; Reading &gt; Grade 2 Use these free and printable worksheets to practice and improve reading comprehension, vocabulary and writing. Each spreadsheet includes a
short fiction or nonfiction passage followed by a few questions. These spreadsheets are at the 2nd grade level. These grade 2 level stories are taken from our series of level reading books. Each successive level provides a greater reading challenge. Over 20 free children's stories followed by comprehension questions. Most passages have 150-200 words; questions remind
students of what they have read. Each historical passage or fable is followed by 4 questions focused on remembering information directly from the text. Reading comprehension worksheets focused on specific comprehension topics, such as the main idea versus text details, sequencing, and story elements (characters, configuration, plot). We also have some short pieces and
drama exercises that can be a fun way to build comprehension skills. Jake is going on his first plane ride, and he's telling everyone all about it, even his stuffed panda. Will he enjoy flying?2nd grade Joey is dressed as a superhero and all set to go to a party. Will his costume win first prize? Read the story and write the answers to the understanding questions.2nd grade Chloe and
Joey are looking around your backyard. They soon discover that they see things very differently! Reading comprehension questions, vocabulary words, and a writing prompt are included. Rosie thinks it's very quiet, but when her father says she's too loud, she learns about all the sounds that happen around her. Discover the noisy silence Rosie hears in this reading comprehension
worksheet.2nd Grade Chicken the Mighty StormDoes who always paid to be chicken? Discover in this reading comprehension passage about a bunch of barn animals and their picnic plans.2nd Series Series can't wait to read your new favorite book from the school library, but someone is already reading! Will the book be worth the wait? Reading comprehension questions and
vocabulary words included. Tommy, Clara and Colin are playing in the snow. Each of them is building a snowman. Who's going to be the tallest? 2nd Grade Uh-oh! The Rooster has a problem with oversleep, and can't wake up all the other animals! How will the animals wake up in time to start the day at the farm? The story includes comprehension questions, vocabulary words,
and a writing prompt. Grandpa from 2nd Grade lost his socks, and Alex and Emma are on the case! Can they solve the mystery of Grandpa's lost socks? Read this fun story to find out!2nd Series Emma and Alex are looking for photos in the clouds. They see one that looks like a duck, another that looks like a man with a beard, and a gray one that looks like rain.2nd Series Jacob
and Ruby lost their dog on a cloudy night. Will they be able to find their beloved canine, Coco?2nd Grade Rosie loves to hear her father's bedtime stories. But when Dad gets sick and can't tell her a bedtime story, will they miss the story time?2nd Series Claire and Anna discover that reading can lead you on unexpected adventures —even inside the pages of a good book!2nd
Grade Hayley and Ben play a game to see who can fit more items into their coat pockets. Who's going to win? This is an intelligent autumn-themed reading comprehension activity with follow-up questions. Mother of 2nd Grade Eve is tired of winter. She misses the sun, birds and flowers. Eve finds a way to give her mother flowers, even with all the snow.2nd Sammy's Day in the
CaymanSammia Islands is going through a magical moment in the Cayman Islands! Will he have time to fit in on all the great adventures he wants to continue? This reading activity includes comprehension questions and a vocabulary activity. Second Grade Annie can't sleep. Will your nighttime visitors find a way to pack her into sweet dreams - not to mention sheep?2nd Grade
While running her brother, Nina runs straight to a spider's web. Nina thinks a monstrous spider fell on her. Did they find the spider? And who wins the race?2nd Serie A girl chases a bat through the yard and tries to find out where he lives. Students read the story and then complete the verification questions.2nd grade Mia and Alex search the shore for a treasure chest full of gold.
While they find no gold, they find many other treasures along the beach.2nd Max Series, Pops, and Gram work together to build sock dolls so they can put on a puppet show.2nd Series After riding the Ferris wheel at the county fair, Taylor tries to win a pony from All she has to do to win the prize is throw a baseball in a bottle and knock it down. Taylor discovers that winning the
game is harder than it sounds.2nd grade that Dave's mother gives gives some bean seeds to plant. What does he do to make them grow? Does she find an egg behind a bush that might be old? Is it a good egg or a bad egg? Aunt Lee has a trick that can help you find the answer.2nd grade Jimmy discovers a treasure in his own backyard! Students read the story and then
complete the verification questions.2nd grade Emma and her brother Alex are playing Hide-and-Seek. Emma's looking for Alex, but she can't find him anywhere. Where could Alex be?2nd Grade Mia, Max, and Missing EarringsMia and Max are determined to help Mrs. Wilson find her missing earring. Are they waiting for the assignment? Understanding questions, quick writing,
and vocabulary words are included. Response key also included. Angela from 5th Grade should be helping her family prepare for a backyard picnic when she's distracted by her pet cat.2nd Grade Jen can't play because she has to clean her room, but her brother turns it into a fun game.2nd Holi Series is an Indian holiday. People throw colored water at each other for fun on this
day. In this story, Sammy receives a call from his friend Raj. Raj wants him to come and wear old clothes. But why do 2nd Grade Emily's animal neighbors enjoy most of their garden harvest, but Emily thinks a spicy ending to the growing season, the 2nd Grade A family helps each other as they prepare for dinner. Students read the excerpt and verify their understanding by
answering the questions they follow.2nd Grade Several friends make money by clearing snow for their neighbors. Read the excerpt and answer the understanding questions that follow.2nd Series Katy is always in a hurry. In this story, Katy discovers that first is not always the best.2nd Series Jill is a rock collector who is afraid to pick up stones with insects on them. Her fearless
brother Ben follows her and makes a collection of her own.2nd Grade Even though they are similar, these twins are very different people. Students will learn how to compare and contrast characters.2nd gradeKate and Will will have lunch together. Will finds an unusual surprise in his lunchbox. Tip: It's black and white and smells like flowers.2nd grade Libby is watching her brother
Max make cookies. She wants to help, but Max says she's too small. Max soon discovers that Libby really is a big help in the kitchen.2nd Series Find out what happens when a family of four walks into a pet store and can't agree with the perfect pet.2nd and 3rd Grade Jim loves to read and Meg loves math, so they find a way to help each other. Second Grade grandpa's not
catching any fish on the waterfront. Detectives Emma and Alex are on the case, and they find out what happened to the fish. home from school, Jake teaches his younger brother Ben a secret to adding big numbers.2nd grade Alex and Emma are in the park doing things with with Newspaper. First Emma makes two hats. So she makes some paper airplanes. So she makes paper
boats.2nd Series Seth pretends to be a kitten, but when he chases dragonflies outside, he ends up covered in mud.2nd Series Anna &amp; KittyStories (Fiction)Anna's kite is trapped high in a tree. It's too far for her to come up. How can her kitten help you get down the kite?2nd grade Anna is getting ready to visit her grandmother, who lives on the beach. Her kitten helps her
choose the best items to pack.2nd Series Anna is practicing her yo-yo for the upcoming Olympics. The only problem is she can't find where her yo-yo, or her kitten, went! This reading comprehension includes comprehension questions, a writing prompt, and vocabulary words. 2nd Grade Where's Kitty? Anna searches for Kitty and finds her ensnared in a ball of wires. Seeing kitty
like that gives Anna a great idea for a Halloween costume for Kitty! Anna must go to the creepy attic to find Kitty. Reading comprehension questions, immediate writing, and vocabulary words are included. 2nd Grade Anna and The Missing Puzzle Piece, Kitty thinks Kitty's got her missing puzzle piece. She has to learn a lesson about teamwork before completing her puzzle.
Reading comprehension questions, a writing prompt, and vocabulary words are included. Second Grade's Anna tries to make $40 to buy a dollhouse. When she finds out how hard it is to make so much money, she has another idea.2nd Grade What's going to happen when Anna is asked to take her pet home for a long weekend?1st to 3rd Year Have you ever expected to see
Santa Claus on Christmas Eve? In this story, Anna and Kitty have a plan to see Santa Claus before he's in the next house! House!
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